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ON PARAMETRIC EVOLUTION INCLUSIONS OF THE
SUBDIFFERENTIAL TYPE WITH APPLICATIONS

TO OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEMS

NIKOLAOS S. PAPAGEORGIOU

Abstract. In this paper we study parametric evolution inclusions of the sub-

differential type and their applications to the sensitivity analysis of nonlinear,

infinite dimensional optimal control problems. The parameter appears in all the

data of the problem, including the subdifferential operator. First we establish

several continuity results for the solution multifunction of the subdifferential

inclusion. Then we study how these results can be used to examine the sensitiv-

ity properties (variational stability) of certain broad classes of nonlinear infinite

dimensional optimal control problems. Some examples are worked out in de-

tail, illustrating the applicability of our work. These include obstacle problems

(with time varying obstacles), optimal control of distributed parameter systems,

and differential variational inequalities.

1. Introduction

In this paper we consider parametric nonlinear evolution inclusions of the

form

m ( -x(t) £ dtp(t, x(t), X) + F(t, x(t), X) a.e. on T = [0,b]\
Uj I x(0) = x0(X) }

defined in a separable Hilbert space H. Here dcp(t,-,X) is the subdifferential
of a proper, lower semicontinuous convex function and X £ E is a parameter

taking values in a complete metric space E.
Denote by S(X) C C(T, H) the set of strong solutions of (1) for a given

value X £ E of the parameter. Our goal is to investigate the continuity prop-

erties of the multifunction (set-valued map) X —► S(X). Note that the pa-
rameter appears in all the data of the evolution, including the subdifferential

operator. Furthermore, our subdifferential is in general time-varying and for

s ^ t, dom cp(s, •, X) need not be equal to domcp(t, •, X). Hence our formu-

lation also incorporates multivalued obstacle problems, with time-varying ob-

stacles as well as differential variational inequalities (see Section 5). The prob-

lem of continuous dependence of the solution set on parameters was studied
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earlier for differential inclusions in RN by Vasilev [29] and Lim [21]. More re-

cently, Krawaritis-Papageorgiou [ 19] addressed this issue in the context of time-
independent subdifferential inclusions and, under more restrictive hypotheses

than the ones employed here, proved a continuous dependence result (see The-

orem 4.1 of [19]). In this paper, under weaker hypotheses on the data, we

obtain stronger results, that even guarantee the continuity of the multifunction

X -+ S(X) in both the Vietoris and Hausdorff metric hyperspace topologies. Our
tools are the (/-convergence of maximal monotone operators and the Mosco

convergence of proper functions. These are the appropriate notions, which al-
low us to treat distributed parameter systems, with weakly convergent (rapidly

changing) coefficients. In Section 4, the continuous dependence results are used
to examine the sensitivity properties of a class of infinite dimensional nonlin-
ear optimal control problems. In Section 5, a few examples are worked out in

detail.

2. Preliminaries

Let (Q, X) be a measurable space, and let X be a separable Banach space.

Throughout this work we will be using the following notations:

Pf(c)(X) = {ACX: nonempty, closed (convex)}

and

P(w)k(c)(X) — {A Q X: nonempty,  (weakly-) compact,  (convex)}.

A multifunction (set-valued function), is said to be measurable if and only

if for all x £ X, the R+-valued function co -* d(x, F(co)) = inf{||jc - y\\: y £

F(co)} is measurable. Next let p(-) be a finite measure defined on (Q, X). By

SF, 1 < p < co, we will denote the set of all selectors of F(-) that belong

in the Lebesgue-Bochner space LP(Q, X); i.e. SF = {/ £ W(Q, X): f(co) £
F(co) p-a.e.}. In general this set may be empty. However, using Aumann's

selection theorem (see Wagner [30], Theorem 5.10), we can easily check that

for a measurable multifunction F: Q —► Pf(X), the set S^- is nonempty if and

only if co ̂  inf{||.x||: x £ F(co)} £ Lp+ .
Let fi:l-tl=lu {+°°} • We say that cp(-) is proper if it is not iden-

tically +oo. Assume that tp(') is a proper, convex, and lower semicontin-

uous (l.s.c.) function (usually this family of R-valued functions is denoted

by To(X)). By dom tp, we will denote the effective domain of cp(-); i.e.

domcp = {x £ X: cp(x) < +00}. The subdifferential of cp(f at x is the

set dcp(x) = {x* £ X*: (x*, y - x) < cp(y) - cp(x) for all y £ dom cp} (in this

definition by (•, •) we denote the duality brackets for the pair (X, X*)). It

is easy to see that the set dtp(x) (possibly empty) is convex and u;*-closed.
Furthermore, dtp(x) ^ 0 for all x £ intdomrp and if tp(') is Gateaux differ-

entiable at x £ X, then dcp(x) = {cp'(x)}. We say that cp £ T0(X) is of the

compact type, if for every X £ R+ , the level set {x £ X: \\x\\2 + cp(x) < X} is

compact.
It is well known that on Pf(X) we can define a generalized metric, known

in the literature as the Hausdorff metric, by setting for A, B e Pf(X)

h(A,B) = max supd(a, B), suvd(b, A)
.a€A b€B
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where d(a,B) = inf{\\a - b\\: b £ B} and d(b, A) = inf{\\b - a\\: a £ A}.
The metric space (Pf(X), h) is complete and (Pk(X), h) is a closed, separable
subspace of it. If V is a Hausdorff topological space, a multifunction F: V —>

Pf(X) is said to be Hausdorff continuous (n-continuous), if it is continuous

from V into the metric space (Pf(X), h).

Let Y, Z be Hausdorff topological spaces and G: Y —> 2z\{z} . We say

that (?(•) is upper semicontinuous (u.s.c.) (resp. lower semicontinuous (l.s.c.))
if for all U c Z open the set G+iU) = {y £ Y: Giy) c U} (resp. G~iU) =
{y £ Y: G{y) nf/# 0}) is open in y. A multifunction (?(•) which is both
u.s.c. and l.s.c. is said to be continuous or Vietoris continuous, to emphasize
that on 2Z\{0} we are considering the Vietoris hyperspace topology.

Finally let us introduce the two convergence concepts for functionals and

operators mentioned in the introduction. Let {<p„ , <p}„>x C r0(-Y). We define

epi cpn = {ix, X) £ X x R: cpnix) < X}

(the epigraph of cpn). We say that the cp„ 's converge to cp in the Mosco sense

(denoted by cpn^ cp) if and only if

w- lim epi cpn C epi cp C s- lim epi cpn

where 5-lim epi <p„ = {ix, X) £ Ixl: (x, X) = lim(x„, Xn), ix„ , X„) £ epicp„ ,

n > 1} and w-limtp„ = {ix, X) £ XxR: ix, X) = w-limixnk, X„k), ix„k, X„k) £
epicp„k, ni < n2 < ■■■ < nk < ■■■} (where w denotes the weak topology on
XxR). It is clear from these definitions that we always have s- lim epi cpn c

10- lim epi cpn . So the inclusions in the above definition of Mosco convergence,

are in fact equalities. It is also easy to see that cpn —> cp as n -+ 00 if and only

if the following two conditions hold for every x £ X:

(i) for every x„ ^* x, <p(x) < lim cpn(xn), and

(ii) there exists x„ -> x such that cp(x) = limcpn(xn).

This concept of convergence of functionals was first introduced by Mosco
[23] (Definition 1.4) as the appropriate notion of variational convergence, to
study the convergence properties of the solutions of a sequence of variational

inequalities. Note that cpn-+ cp if and only if Yseq(X)cpn = (p and Tseq(Xw)cpn =

cp, where Tseq denotes the notion of sequential r-convergence and Xw denotes
the Banach space equipped with the weak topology. For further details on the

concepts of M- and r-convergence, we refer to the well-written monographs of

Attouch [2] and Dal Maso [9].
Let Z be a reflexive Banach space and {An}n>\ a sequence of maximal

monotone operators from Z into 2Z* .   We define GrAn = {(x,y)£Zx

Z*:y £ A„(x)} . We say that the A„ 's G-converge to A (denoted by An -* A)

if and only if
lim Gr An C Gr^ C lim Gr^

where

lim Gr^„ = {(x, y) £ Z x Z*: (x, y) = lim(x„, yn), (xn , y„) £ GrA„, n > 1}

and

iiin Gr A„ = {(x, y) £ Z x Z*: (x, y) = lim(x„,, yHk), (x„k, y„k) £ GrAnk,

ni < n2 < ■■■ < nk < •••}.
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As before, we always have that lim GrA„ C lim GrAn and so the inclusions

in the definition of (/-convergence are in fact equalities. For further details

we refer to Attouch [2]. Recall that the subdifferential dcpix) of a function
cp £ To(Z) is a maximal monotone operator (see Brezis [6], p. 25).

Now let T = [0, b] and H be a separable Hilbert space. By a "strong solu-

tion" of (1), we mean a function x(-) £ C(T, H) such that x(-) is absolutely

continuous on any closed subinterval of (0, b), x(t) £ dom0>(l, •, X) a.e., and

-x(t) € dcpit, x(t),X) + fit) a.e., x(0) = x0 with / e SF{.>x{.)X). Recall

that an absolutely continuous function x: (0, b) —► H is strongly differentiable

almost everywhere (see Brezis [6], Corollary A.2, p. 145), and so in the above

inclusion x(-) is the strong derivative of x(-). Let E be a complete metric
space (the parameter space).

The following hypothesis concerning cp(t, x, X) will be valid throughout this
paper:

H(cp): cp:TxHxE—»I = RU {+00} is an integrand such that

(1) for every t £ T\N, p(N) = 0 (here p(-) denotes the Lebesgue measure

on T) and 0 0 TV, and for every X £ E, cp(t, •, X) is a proper, convex,
l.s.c. function (i.e. cp(t, •, X) £ Y0(H)),

(2) for every positive integer r, there exists a constant Kr > 0, an ab-

solutely continuous function gr: T —» R with gr £ L&(T, R), and a

function of bounded variation hr: T —> R such that if t £ T\N, X £

E, x £ dom cp(t, •, X) with ||x|| < r and s £ [t, b]\N, then we can
find x £ dom cp(s, •, X) satisfying

\\x-x\\<\gr(s)-gr(t)\(cp(t,x,X) + Krr,

cp(s,x,X)<cp(t,x,X) + \hr(s) - hr(t)\(cp(t, x,X) + Kr)

with a€[0, 1] and y? = 2 if a€[0, i],or /J = -r^ if ae[|, 1],

(3) if Xn -* X in E, then cp(t, •, X„) —> cp(t, •, X) for all t £ T\N.

Remark. Hypotheses H(cp)(l) and (2) are essentially due to Kenmochi [15]

and Yamada [31]. Here we use a slightly generalized version introduced by

Yotsutani [32]. In particular, in Kenmochi [15], N = 0 and gr, hr are both

Lipschitz, while in Yamada [31], N = 0 and hr is absolutely continuous.

We should remark that Yamada [31] and Kenmochi [16] were the first to pro-

vide some important applications to partial differential equations of evolution

equations generated by time dependent subdifferentials. Hypothesis H(tp)(3)

refers to the dependence on the parameter X £ E of the functional cp(t, x, X)

and is equivalent to the (/-convergence of the subdifferential operator plus a
normalization condition (see Attouch [2], p. 373).

3. Continuous dependence results

In this section we prove several continuous dependence results for problem

(1) (see Section 1). Recall that by S(X) CC(T,H) we denote the set of strong

solutions of (1) corresponding to the parameter X £ E. Our first result shows

that the multifunction X —<■ S(X) has a closed graph (i.e. if Xn —» X in E, then

lim^^n) = {x £ C(T, H): x = limxn;l, x„t £ S(X„k), nx < n2 < ■■■ < nk <
• • •} C S(X)). For this, we will need the following hypothesis on the orientor
field F(t,x,X):
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//(F) i: F: F x H x E -* Pwkc(H) is a multifunction such that

(1) GrF(-, -, X) = {(1, x, v) £ T xH x H:v £ F(t, x, X)} £ B(T) x
B(H) x B(H), where B'T) (resp. B(H)) is the Borel cr-field of F
(resp. of H) (graph measurability of F(-, •, X)),

(2) GrF(t, ■, -) = {(x, X, v) £ H x E x H: v £ F(t, x, X)} is sequentially
closed in HxExHw , where Hw denotes the Hilbert space H furnished

with the weak topology,
(3) \F(t,x,X)\ = sup{||t;||: v £F(t,x,X)} < aB(t) + cB(t)\\x\\ a.e. for all

X£ B c E compact and with as, Cb £ L2 .

Remark. Hypothesis H(F)i(l) is weaker than assuming that (t,x) -» F(t,x, X)

is measurable (see Wagner [30], Theorem 4.2), while hypothesis H(F)i(2) is

weaker than assuming that (x, X) —> F(t, x, X) is u.s.c. from H x E into Hw

(see DeBlasi-Myjak [11], Remark 1.4).
To guarantee that S(X) is nonempty for every X £ E, we will need the

following hypothesis:

Hc: One of the following two conditions holds:

(1) for every t £ T\N and every X £ E, cp(t, •, X) is of compact type,

(2) for every (t, X) £ T x E and every K C H bounded, F(t, K, X) is
compact in H.

Remark. These are compactness type conditions, the first imposed on the func-

tional cp(t, x, X) and the second on the orientor field F(t, x, X). Both imply
that for every X £ E, S(X) is a nonempty and compact subset of C(T, H)
(see Papageorgiou [26], [27]).

Finally, our hypothesis on the initial condition is the following:

Ho : X —> xq(X) is continuous from E into H, for every X £ E we have Xo(X) £

dom cp(0, •, X), and for every B C E compact we have supA€5 <p(0, Xo(X), X) <

oo.

Proposition 3.1. If hypotheses H(cp), H(F)X, Hc, and H0 hold, then the multi-
function X —► S(X) has a closed graph in E x C(T, H) (i.e. if X„ —> X in E,

then HmS(X„) QS(X)).

Proof. Let x„ £ S(X„), n > 1, and assume that X„ —> X in E and x„ —» jc in

C(T, H). By definition we have

f -xn(t) £ dcp(t, x„(t), X„) + fi„(t) a.e. \

\ X„(0) = X0(Xn) j

with fi„ £ L2(T, H), fn(t)£F(t,x„(t),Xn) a.e. Let <D: L2(T, H) xE - R =
R U {+00} be the integral functional defined by

^(x,X)=[^(P(t,x(t),X)dt   iftp(-,x(-),X)£Lx(T,R),

\ +00 otherwise.

From Lemma 3.4 of Yotsutani [32], we know that t -* cp(t, x(t), X) is mea-
surable. So <P(x, X) is well defined. Furthermore from Lemma 4.4 of Yot-

sutani [32], we know that if v £ L2(T, H),  cp(-, v(-),X) £ LX(T,R), and
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w £ L2(T, H), then w £ d®(v, X) if and only if w(t) £ dcp(t, v(t), X) a.e.
on F. So we have

[Xn , -Xn - fin] £ Gr<9<P(-, Xn).

Next we will show that our hypothesis H(cp)(3) implies that d<P(>, X„) -S

-3<P(-, X) in L2(T, H) x L2(T, H). Indeed note that for every v £ L2(T, H)
and almost all t £ T, we have

[(/ + dQ>(., Xn))-lv](t) = (I + dcp(t, •, X„))~x(v(t)).

Furthermore from Lemma 3.3 of Yotsutani [32], we know that for all n > 1
and all t £ T\N

||(/ + /3p(i,.,A„))-1(t;(0)ll<2||t;(l)||+c

with c > 0. Thus applying the dominated convergence theorem, we have

(/ + dd>(-, Xn))~xv - (/ + d<P(-, X))~xv   in L2(T, H)

and this by Proposition 3.60, p. 361 of Attouch [2], implies that

d®(-, X„) $ d®(-, X)   asn^oo

in L2(T, H) x L2(T, H).

Note that f„(t) £ F(t, xn(t), Xn) a.e. and because of hypothesis H(F)X(3)

and with B = {Xn, X}n>i C E we have ||/„(i)|| < aB(t) + cB(t)Mx = y/„(t) a.e.
with Mi > 0 such that ||;tn II C(r,/i) < M for all n > 1. So by passing to a

subsequence if necessary, we may assume that fn ^ f in L2(T, H). Using

Theorem 3.1 of Papageorgiou [24], we get

f(t) £ Wm7w-limF(t, x„(t), Xn) a.e.

Because of hypothesis //(F) i (2), we know that

convw-limF(t, xn(t), X„) C F(t, x(t), X) a.e.

Also from Yotsutani [32], inequality (7.2), p. 645, and because of hypotheses
//(F)i (3) and Ho, we have

sup||xn||z,2(7-j//)=A/2<oo.
n>\

So we may assume that x„ ^* y in L2(T, H) and clearly y = x. Hence we
have

[Xn , ~X„ - fin] — [X , -X - f]     as « -^ 00

in L2(T,H)xL2(T,H)w and for every n > 1, [x„, -x„-fin] £ Grd<I>(-, X„).

Since 5<P(-, X„) -^ 9<P(-, X), using Proposition 3.59, p. 361 of Attouch [2], we
deduce that

[x,-x-f]eGrd<t>(-,X)

=> -x(t) £dcp(t, x(t), X) + fi(t) a.e., x(0) = x0(X)

with /(•) £ L2(T, H), f(t) £ F(t,x(t),X) a.e. Therefore x £ S(X) and so
we conclude that X —> S(X) has a closed graph in E x C(T, H).   D

Next we will establish the lower semicontinuity of the multifunction X —►
S(X). So our result tells us that if Xn —* X in E and x £ S(X), then we can
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always find x„ £ S(Xn), n > 1, such that x„ -► x in C(T, H). For this we

will need the following hypothesis on the orientor field F(t, x, X).

H(F)2 : F:T xHxE -> Pwkc(H) is a multifunction such that

(1) t —► F(t, x, X) is measurable,
(2) h(F(t,x,X), F(t,y,X))<kB(t)\\x-y\\ a.e. for all X £ B c E com-

pact and with kB £ Lx+,

(3) |F(l,x,A)| = sup{||t/||: v £F(t,x,X)} < aB(t) + cB(t)\\x\\ a.e. for all
X £ B C E compact with aB, cB £ L2 ,

(4) X —»• F(t, x, X) is l.s.c.

Remark. Hypotheses H(F)2(l) and (2) and Theorem 3.3 of Papageorgiou [25]
imply that (t, x) —► F(t, x, X) is measurable.

Proposition 3.2. If hypotheses H(cp), H(F)2, Hc, and Ho hold, then X -» 5"(/l)
is a Ls.c. multifunction from E into Pk(C(T, //)).

Proof. Since both E and C(T, H) are metric spaces, we need to show that

if Xn -* A in F, then 5(A) C lim5(A„) = {x e C(7\ /7): x = limx„, x„ €
5(A„), n > 1} (see DeBlasi-Myjak [11]). To this end let x(-) e S(X). Then by
definition, we have

-x(t) £ dcp(t, x(t), X) + f(t) a.e.,    x(0) = x0(A)

with f£L2iT,H),fit)£Fit,xit),X) a.e.
Set

vit, Xn) = vrojifit); Fit, xit),X„))

and
u(t, z, A„) = proj(u(l, A);F(1, z, Xn))

(here by proj(>; Fit, z, X)) we denote the metric projection on the set
F(l, z, X), (1, z, X) £ T x H x E; it is well known that this is a single-valued,

nonexpansive map). Recall that (1, x) -+ F(l, x, Xn) is measurable (see the re-
mark following hypothesis HiF)f). So t —► F(l, x(l), A„) is measurable. Then

Qiv(-,kn) = {it, h) £ GrFi-,xi-),X„): \\h - /(Oil = dif{t),Fit, x{t),Xn))}
£ S'iT) x B(H), with &(T) the Lebesgue cx-field of T. Thus t-*vit, Xn)
is measurable and similarly we get that t —* w(l, z, X„) is measurable. In addi-
tion from hypothesis //(F)2(2) and Theorem 3.33, p. 322 of Attouch [2], we
have that z -* w(l, z, X„) is continuous. Then consider the following Cauchy
problem:

/ -i(i) £ dcpit, z(t), Xn) + uit, z{t), X„) a.e. \

\ z(0) = x0(A„) / •

From the existence results of [26] (if Hc(l) is valid) and [27] (if Hc(2) is

valid), we have that the above Cauchy problem has at least one strong solution

x„i') e C(F, //). Clearly x„(«) e S(A„), n > 1. Let y„(>) be the unique strong
solution of -yH(t) € dtp(t,y„(t), X„) + f(t) a.e., y„(0) = x0(An). Exploiting
the monotonicity of the subdifferential operator, we have:

i-x„(t) +yn(t), y„(t) - x„(t)) < (uit, x„(t), Xn) - f(t), y„(t) - x„(t)) a.e.

"*" 2diM) -y"^2 £ H"(r' xn(t), *n) - f(t)\\ • \\y„(t) - x„(t)\\ a.e.

1 /"'
=> jllJfnW -y«WH2 < y    II"(J. MS), kn) ~f(s)\\ • IM -X„(S)\\ds.
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Applying Lemma A.5, p. 157 of Brezis [6], we get

\\yn(t) - Xn(t)\\ <   f   \\u(s,X„(s),Xn)-f(s)\\ds.
Jo

Remark that

\\u(s,Xn(s),X„)-fi(s)\\

< \\u(S,Xn(s) , XH) ~ v(s, Xn)\\ + \\v(S,X„) - f(S)\\

< h(F(s, x(s),X„),F(s, x„(s),X„)) + d(fi(s), F(s, x(s), Xn))

< kB(s)\\x(s) - xn(s)\\ + d(f(s), F(s, x(s), X„)) a.e.

with B = {X„, X}„>x C E. So we have

\\yn(t) -x„(t)\\ < f d(fi(s),F(s,x(s),Xn))ds+ ['kB(s)\\xn(s)-x(s)\\ds.
Jo Jo

Because of hypothesis H(F)2(4), X -* d(f(s), F(s, x(s), X)) is an upper
semicontinuous function and so from Fatou's lemma and recalling that f(s) £
F(s, x(s), X) a.e., we have

lim / d(f(s), F(s, x(s), Xn)) ds = 0.
Jo

Also from hypotheses H(cp)(3) and H0, we have that y„ -+ x in C(T, H)

(cf. Attouch [2]). Therefore given s > 0, we can find no(e) > 1 such that for
n > no(e) we have

\\yn(t) -xn(t)\\ < e + I kB(s)\\yn(s) -xn(s)\\ds,        t£T.
Jo

Invoking GronwalFs inequality, we get that

\\yn(t) - xn(t)\\ < eexp \\kB\\i for all n > n0(e) and all t e T,

=>xn->x   in C(T,H).

Since x„(«) € S(X„), we conclude that X —> S(X) is l.s.c.   □

Combining Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, we can state our first continuity result.

We will say that X -» S(X) is " /("-continuous" from E into Pk(C(T, H)), if

for every sequence Xn —* X in E, we have that S(X„) —> S(X) in C(T, H),
if

where —> denotes the classical Kuratowski convergence of sets; i.e. S(X) =

lvmS(Xn) = {x £ C(T, H):x = limx„,xn £ S(Xn), n > l} = iim5'(A„) = {x £

C(T, H): x = limx„t, x„k £ S(X„k), nx < n2 < ■■■ < nk < ■■■} (see Attouch
[2], Corollary 1.35, p. 95, and Dal Maso [9], Remark 8.2, p. 88). To establish
the AT-continuity of X —> S(X) we will need the following hypothesis on the
orientor field.

H(F)^ : F: T x H x E —► Pwkc(H) is a multifunction such that

(1) t -» F(t, x, X) is measurable,
(2) h(F(t,x, X),F(t,y, X)) < kB(t)\\x -y\\ a.e. for all X £ B c E com-

pact and with kB £ L|,

(3) \F(t,x,X)\ = sup{||v||: w € F(t,x,X)} < aB(t) + cB(t)\\x\\ a.e. for all
X £ B C E compact and with aB, cB £ L2 ,

(4) X —> F(t, x, X) is n-continuous.
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Directly from Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, we get the following theorem.

Theorem 3.3. If hypotheses H(cp), //(F)3, Hc, and H0 hold, then X -* S(X) is
K-continuous from E into Pk(C(T, H)).

Next we turn our attention to the Vietoris and Hausdorff continuities of

the multifunction X -* S(X).  Both are stronger continuity concepts than K-

continuity and so we have to strengthen our hypotheses to achieve them. More

precisely, we will need the following stronger version of hypothesis Hc:

Hx: One of the following two conditions holds:

(1) for every t £ T\N, for every B C_ E compact, and for every 0 £R+ we

have that \JXeB{z £ H: \\z\\2 + cp(t, z, X) < 6} is compact in H (i.e.,

{cp(t, •, X)}xeB is uniformly of compact type),

(2) for every t £ T\N, every B C E compact, and every K c H bounded,

Ua6£ *"(* > K, X) is compact in H (i.e., {F(t, •, X)}x^B is a collectively
compact family of multifunctions).

We will need the following simple lemma.

Lemma 3.4. If X is a Banach space, {x*, x*}„>i c X*, and x* —► x*, then
(x*, u) —> (x*, u) uniformly for all u £ K C X compact.

Remark. In the above lemma, ^-> denotes convergence in the w*-topology and

(•, •) denotes the duality brackets for the pair (X, X*).

Proof. Let M > 0 be such that ||x*||, ||x*|| < M. Since K is compact, it is
totally bounded.  So given e > 0, we can find {ui, ... ,un} Q K such that

K C UjfcLi^("fc. w)> where °B(Uk, w) = iv € X- Wv ~ "fcll < 3F>- Note
that for every k e {1,2,..., N}, (x*, uk) -» (x*, uf) as n -* oo. So we

can find n0k > 1 such that for all n > nok we have |(x*, uk) - (x*, uk)\ < |.

Let iio = max{n0yt}^=1.   Let u € K and let k £ {1, ... , N} be such that
o

u £ B(uk, 3^). We have for n > no

|(x* , u) - (x* , u)\ < \(x*, u) - (x*, uk)\

+ \(x*, uk) - (x*, uk)\ + \(x*, uk) - (X* , 11)1

<M3M + 3+MJM = e

=$> (x*, u) -* (x*, u) uniformly for u £ K.   D

Now we can prove the following continuous dependence result:

Theorem 3.5. If hypotheses H(cp), H(F)i, Hx, and Ho hold, then the multi-
function X—>S(X) is Vietoris continuous from E into Pk(C(T, //)).

Proof. First we will show that if B C E is compact, then there exists A# e

Pk(C(T, H)) such that S(X) CA« for all X £ B.
Case (i): Assume that condition Hx(l) holds.

Let X £ B, x(-) £ S(X), and let y^(') £ C(T, H) be the unique strong
solution of

-yx(t) e dcp(t, yk(t), X) a.e.,   ^(0) = x0(A).

The existence (and of course uniqueness) of yf(-) £ C(T, H) follows from

the results of Kenmochi [16] and Yotsutani [32].   As before, exploiting the
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monotonicity of the subdifferential operator and using Lemma A.5, p. 157 of
Brezis [6], we get

\\x(t)-y,(t)\\< f\\fi(s)\\ds
Jo

where f £ L2(T, H),f(t) £ F(t,x(t), X) a.e., and -x(t) £ dcp(t, x(t), X) +
f(t) a.e., x(0) = x0(A) (recall that x(-) £ S(X)). Then we have

IMOII < INIccr,*) + / \\f(s)\\ds < \\yf\\C{T,H)
Jo

+ f(aB(s) + cB(s)\\x(s)\\)ds.
Jo

Because of hypotheses Hx(l) and //0 and the a priori bounds of Yotsutani
[32], p. 645, we have that supA€jB H^llccr,;/) = M'B < oo. So from Gronwall's
inequality, we deduce that there exists MXB > 0 such that ||x(i)|| < MXB for all

t £ T and all x(«) £ S(X), X £ B. Thus without any loss of generality we may

assume that \F(t,x,X)\ = sup{||i;||: v £ F(t,x,X)} < aB(t) + cB(t)MiB =

y/B(t) a.e., with y/B(-) £ L\ (otherwise we can always replaceF(t, x, X) by

F(t, rMlB(x), X), where rMiB ://->// is the AfiB-radial retraction). Let VB =

{u £ L2(T, H): \\u(t)\\ < y/B(t) a.e.} and set

AB=p(VB,B)

where p: L2(T, H) x E —* C(T, H) is the map which to each f £ VB and
each z0 £ x0(B) = \Jx&bxoW € Pk(H) (cf. hypothesis Hf), assigns the unique
solution of the Cauchy problem -x(t) £ dcp(t, x(t), X) + fi(t) a.e., x(0) =

zo = Xo(A). Our claim is that A^ is compact in C(T, H). To show this, let
x(-) £ AB and 0 < l < t' < b. We have:

r* /    b \ 1/2 /    b \ X/2

\\x(t') - x(t)\\ < jf   \\x(s)\\ds < U Xlt,n(s)2ds)      U \\x(s)\\2ds)     .

From inequality (7.2), p. 645 of Yotsutani [32], we know that there exists

M2B > 0 such that

Il*(-)lb(r,.f7) < M2B

for all x £ AB . So we have

\\x(t')-x(t)\\<(t'-t)xl2M2B

=> AB is an equicontinuous subset of C(T, H).
Next let AB(t) = {x(t): x(-) £ AB}, t £ T. From hypothesis //0 and

inequality (7.9), p. 645 of Yotsutani [32], we know that there exists M^B > 0

such that
cp(t, x(t), X) < M3B

for all x(') £ AB . Hence using hypothesis Hx (1), we have

A|,(l) C (J{y £ H: \\y\\2 + tp(t,y,X)< M2B + M3B = M4B} £ Pk(H).

So from the Arzela-Ascoli theorem, we deduce that A^ is relatively compact

in C(T, H). We can easily check that AB is in fact closed in C(T, H). Hence
AB is compact in C(T, H). Finally note that for every X e B, S(X) C A^ .
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Case (ii): Assume that H2(2) is valid.
Again by the same a priori estimation as in case (i) above, we get MiB > 0

such that ||x(l)|| < MXB for all t £ T and all x(-) £ S(X), X £ B. Let

CB = {h£ H: \\h\\ < MXB} and define

WB(t) = com F(t,CB,B).

Because of hypothesis Hx(2), we know that for all t £ T, WB(t) £ Pkc(H).
Also because of hypotheses //(F)3(2) and (4), if {yf}n>\ is dense in CB and

{Xm}m>\ is dense in B, then

WB(t) = conv |J F(t,y„, Xm) => t -+ WB(t) is measurable
n>\
m>\

and furthermore 1^(01 = sup{||t;||: v £ WB(t)} < y/B(t) a.e. with y/B(-) £ L\
as in case (i). So if we set

SB = {u £ L2(T, H): u(t) £ WB(t) a.e.}

then we have that SB £ Pwkc(L2(T, H)). Let

AB=p(SB,B)

where p: L2(T, H) x E -* CiT, H) is the solution map as in case (i). We

claim that AB is compact in C(T, H). As before (cf. case (i)), we can check
that Ajj is equicontinuous. Also let {x„}„>i C AB . We have

X„=p(f„,Xn), X„(0) = Xo(Xn)

with fi„ £ SB, X„ £ B. By passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may

assume that /„ ^ / in L2(T, H) with / £ SB and X„ -* X £ B in E.
Set x = p(f, X) £ AB with x(0) = xo(A). Since AB is equicontinuous, a
fortiori is weakly equicontinuous and so {z„(-) = x„(-) - x(-)}„>x is weakly
equicontinuous in C(T, H). From the a priori estimates we have that for all
n > 1 and all t £ T

\\Zn(t)\\ <M5B<OC

=*■ z„(t) £CB = {y £H: \\y\\ < m5B} for all n > 1 and all t € T.

Since CB is weakly compact in H, from the Arzela-Ascoli theorem we de-

duce that {z„}„>i is relatively compact in C(T, £%), where C% denotes the

set CB furnished with the relative weak topology of H. Recall that C% is

metrizable (see Dunford-Schwartz [12], Theorem 3, p. 434). So from Theo-

rem 8.2 (3), pp. 269-270 of Dugundji [13], we have that {z„}„>i C C(T, Hw)
is relatively sequentially compact in C(T, Hw) (Hw being the Hilbert space

H equipped with the weak topology) and so we may assume that z„ —> z

in C(T,HW). Note that if y„ = p(f', X„) and since x„ = p(f„,X„) and
x = p(f, X), we have

\\Xn(t)-yn(t)\\2 < 2  f'(fn(s)-f(s),Xn(s)-yn(s))ds
Jo

= 2 f(fn(s) - f(s),x„(s) - x(s) - z(s))ds
Jo

+ 2 f'(fn(s)-f(s),x(s) + z(s)-yn(s))ds.
Jo
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Since z(-) £ C(T, Hw) =*> z(-) £ L°°(T, H) C L2(T, H) and so

/ (Ms) - f(s), x(s) + z(s) - y„(s)) ds^O   as n -> oo.
./o

Also we have /,($) - /(s) e Wj?(j) - W^Cs) = UB(s) £ Pkc(H) and so from

Lemma 3.4 we have that J0'(fin(s) - fi(s), z„(s) - z(s))ds -»0 as n -> oo.

Recall that because of hypothesis H(cp)(3) we have yn -* x in C(F, //).

Thus in the limit as n -» oo, we get

\\x„(t) - x(t)\\-* 0   asn -^ oo for all 1 € F

=^{^(0}n>, efltW   for all l € F.

Since A^ is equicontinuous, from the Arzela-Ascoli theorem we conclude

that {xn(-)}n>x is relatively compact in C(T, H) and so x„ -» x in C(F, //),

x € Aj?. Therefore Ag is compact in C(F, //) and note that S(X) C A# for
all A e F.

Then from Proposition 3.1 and Remark 1.6 of DeBlasi-Myjak [11], we have

that A -* S(X) is u.s.c. from E into Pk(C(T, H)). On the other hand from
Proposition 3.2 we know that A —► S(X) is l.s.c. from E into Pk(C(T, H)). So
we conclude that X—>S(X) is Vietoris continuous from E into Pk(C(T, //)).
□

On Pk(C(T, H)) the Vietoris and Hausdorff metric hyperspace topologies
coincide (see Klein-Thompson [17], Corollary 4.2.3, p. 41). So from Theorem

3.5 we immediately get the following result:

Theorem 3.6. If hypotheses H(cp), //(F)3, Hx, and Ho hold, then the multi-
function X-*S(X) is h-continuousfrom E into Pk(C(T,H)).

4. Sensitivity analysis of optimal control problems

In this section, we will use the continuous dependence results of Section 3

to conduct a sensitivity analysis for a class of nonlinear, infinite dimensional

optimal control problems. Such a sensitivity analysis (often called in the litera-

ture "variational analysis") is important because it generates useful information

about the tolerances that are permitted in the specification of mathematical
models, it suggests ways to analyze parametric problems and establish various

kinds of continuous dependence results, it is helpful in problems of identifica-

tion of parameters, and it can also lead to robust computational schemes for

the numerical treatment of the problem.
So let Y be a separable reflexive Banach space, modeling the control space.

The problem under consideration is the following:

J(x,u,X) = ^L(t,x(t),u(t),X)dt-^inf=m(X)
(2y      J s.t. -x(t) £dcp(t,x(t), X) + g(t,x(t), X) + B(t,X)u(t) a.e.  h
^ ;       ] *(0) = x0(A)

u(t) £ U(t, X) a.e.

Let P(X) = {[x, u] £ C(T, H) x L2(T, Y): [x, u] is an optimal pair for
(2)}. Our goal is to investigate the continuity properties of the value function

A —► m(X) and those of the multifunction A -» P(X).
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We will need the following hypotheses on the data:

H(g): g:TxHxE—>H is a map such that

(1) t -* g(t, x, A) is measurable,

(2) \\g(t,x,X)-g(t,y,X)\\ < kB(t)\\x-y\\ a.e. for all A 6 B c E compact
with kB(-) £ L\ ,

(3) \\g(t, x, A)|| < aB(t) + 4(l)||x|| a.e. for all A £ B C E compact and
with aB , c], € L2 ,

(4) A —► g(t, x, A) is continuous.

H(B): B:TxE -+f?<Y, H) is a map such that

(1) forallAeF, B(-, A) £ L°°(T, &'Y, H)) and for all B C F compact
supA€B||F(-, A)||L<»(r>^(y;ff)) = MB <oc,

(2) A -> B(t, X)u and A -> F(l, A)*« are both continuous for every (u, h)
£Y xH.

H(U):  U: T x E —> Pwkc(Y) is a multifunction such that

(1) t-*U(t, X) is measurable,
(2) A -> C/(l, A) is n-continuous,
(3) |[/(i,A)| = sup{||w||v: u € c/(l, A)} < a2B(t) a.e. for all A e F c F

compact and with aB(') £ L2 .

//(L): L.TxHxYxE—>Risan integrand such that

(1) t -* L(t, x, u, X) is measurable,

(2) (x, u, X) —► L(l, x, w, A) is continuous,
(3) « —> L(t, x, u, X) is convex,

(4) r(t) - MB(\\x\\ + \\u\\y) < L(t, x, u, X) a.e. for all A £ B C F compact
with r(-) £ L\ and MB > 0 and furthermore if x„ —> x in L2(T, H),

u„^u in L2(F,Y) and Xn^X in F,then {L(-),x„(-),«„(•),An)}„>j
is uniformly integrable.

Finally hypothesis Hx takes the following form:

H2: One of the following two conditions holds:

(1) the same as Hx,

(2) for every t £ T, every B c E compact, and every K c H bounded,

we have \fk€B g(t, K, X) and \Jk€B B(t, X) U(t, X) are both compact in
H; i.e. the families {g(t, •, X)}k€B and {B(t, X)(f}i€B are collectively
compact.

With these hypotheses we can prove the following result concerning the value
function X —► m(X) of problem (2).

Theorem 4.1. // hypotheses H(cp), H(g), H(B), H(U), H(L), H2, and H0
hold, then X —> m(X) is continuous from E into R.

Proof. First we will show that the dynamics of (2) can be expressed by an
equivalent evolution inclusion of the form (1) (see Section 1) (deparametrized
or control-free dynamics). Indeed let F: T x H x E —► Pwkc(H) be defined by

Fit, x, A) = git,x, X) + Bit, X)Uit,X).
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Fix (x, X) £ H x E and let u„: T -> Y, n > 1, be measurable functions

such that Uit, X) = {u„it)}n>l. The existence of such a sequence follows from

hypothesis HjU)jl) and Theorem 4.2 of Wagner [30]. Then Fit,x,X) =

{git, x, X) + Bit, X)u„(t)}n>l, which implies that 1 —► Fit, x, A) is a measur-

able multifunction.
Also note that for all A £ B C E compact, we have

h(F(t, x, A), F(t,y,X)) < \\g(t,x,X) - g(t,y,X)\\ < kB(t)\\x-y\\ a.e.

(cf. hypothesis H(g)(2)). Furthermore using hypotheses H(g)(3), //(F)(1),
and H(U)(3) we get for all A £ B c E compact:

\F(t, x, X)\ = sup{||v||: v € F(t, x, A)} < aB(t) + cB(t)\\x\\ a.e.

with aB(-) = aB(-) + a2(•) e L2 and cB(-) = cxB(-) + c2(-) £ L2 .

Finally if A„ —> A in F, then using hypotheses //(g)(4) and H(U)(2), we
get

h(F(t,x,Xn),F(t,x,X))

< \\g(t, x, Xf) - g(t,x,X)\\+MBh(U(t, Xn), U(t,X)) -+ 0   as n - oo

=$> X —> F(l, x, A) is n-continuous.

Hence F(l,x,A) satisfies hypothesis H(F)i. A straightforward applica-

tion of Aumann's selection theorem (see Wagner [30], Theorem 5.10), reveals

that the dynamics of problem (2) are equivalent to the following subdifferential

evolution inclusion:

/ -x(t) £dcp(t, x(t), X) + F(t,x(t), X) a.e. 1

\ x(0) = x0(A) J"

We know (see Section 3), that for every X £ E the solution set of the

above inclusion is compact in C(T, H). So if R(X) = {[x, u] £ C(T, H) x
L2(T, Y): [x, u] is a state-control pair satisfying the constraints of problem
(2)} (i.e. R(X) c C(T, H) x L2(T, Y) is the set of admissible states and con-

trols), then we easily see that R(X) is compact in C(T, H) x L2(T, Y)w , with

L2(T, Y)w the Lebesgue-Bochner space L2(T, Y) equipped with the weak

topology. Also from hypothesis H(L) and Theorem 2.1 of Balder [4], we have

that (x, u) -► J(x, u,X) is l.s.c. from LX(T, H)xLx(T, Y)w into R. There-
fore we get that for every X £ E, the corresponding optimal control problem

(2) has a solution; i.e. there exists an admissible state-control pair [x, u] £ R(X)

such that J(x, u, X) = m(X) (so [x, u] £ P(X)).
Next, let X„ —> A and let [x„,u„] £ R(Xf) such that J(x„, u„, X„) =

m(X„), n > 1.
From the proof of Theorem 3.5 and hypothesis H( U), we know that by pass-

ing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that x„ -* x in C(T, H),

xn ^ x in L2(T, H), and u„ ^ u in L2(T, Y). Let g: L2(T, H) x E —

L2(T, H) and B: E -> L°°(T, S?(Y, H)) be the Nemitsky (superposition) op-
erators corresponding to the functions g(-, x(-), A) and B(-, X); i.e. g(x, A)(-)

= g(-,x(-),X) and B(X)(-) = B(-,X). Then from hypotheses H(g) and

H(B), we have that g(xn , X„) — g(x, X) in L2(T, H) and B(X„)un % B(X)u
in L2(T,H). Note that

[X„ , -Xn - g(Xn , Xn) - B(Xn)Un] £ GraO(-, X„)
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and as in the proof of Proposition 3.1, passing to the limit as n —> oo, and

using hypothesis H(cp), we get

[x, -x - g(x, X) - B(X)u] £ Grd<P(-, A)

=► -x(l) £ dcp(t, x(t), A) + git, x(l), X) + Bit, A)w(i) a.e.,

x(0) = x0(A).

Also note that for every q £ L2iT, Y*) = L\T, Y)*, we have

(un,a)= I iu„it),qit))Y,Y-dt< f a'qit), Uit, X„))dt
Jo Jo

where c(^(0, Uit, X„)) = sup{(i?(i), u)y ,r: « £ Uit, X„)} (the support func-

tion of 17(1, Xf)). From hypothesis //(I7)(2), we know that o~iqit), 17(1, X„))
—► aiqit), Uit, X)). So through the dominated convergence theorem, in the

limit we get

(u,q)= f iuit),qit))Y,ydt< [ aiqit), Uit, A))dt for all q£ L\T, Y*)
Jo Jo

=>• i/(l) £ Uit, X) a.e.

Thus finally we have [x, u] £ R'X). Applying Theorem 2.1 of Balder [4], we
get

Jjx,u,X)< lim 7(x„ ,u„,X„) = lim mjX„)

=> m(A) <limm(A„).

Next let [x, u] £ F(A) such that 7(x, u, X) = w(A). Then because of

hypothesis H2 , we can apply Proposition 3.2 and find admissible states x„(-) £

CiT, H), n > 1, corresponding to the parameter X„ £ E such that x„ —* x

in C(F, H). Also because of hypothesis H'U) and Theorem 4.5 of [24],

we know that we can find control functions u„ £ S2,^. ̂  such that u„ -^ u in

L2iT, Y). Let z„ = pigix„, X„) + §iX„)u, Xn) where as before p: L2(F, H) x

E -» CiT, H) is the solution map. Since |(x„ , A„)+F(A„)m -♦ gix, A)+F(A)w
in L2'T, H) and /?(•, •) is continuous, we have that

z„^pigix,X) + BiX)u,X) = x   in CiT, H).

Let y„ £ CiT, H) be the unique admissible state of problem (2) generated by
«„(•) and corresponding to the parameter X„ £ E; i.e. [y„ , u„] £ F(A„), n > 1.

From the proof of Theorem 3.5 we know that {y„(-)}n>i Q AB £ PkiCiT, //))
with B = {X„, A}„>i. So by passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may

assume that y„ —> y in CiT, H). Also exploiting the monotonicity of the
subdifferential operator, we have

\\y„it) - z„it)\\ <  j \\gis,y„is),Xn)-gis,x„is),Xn)\\ds
Jo

+   f'\\Bis,Xn)iUnis)-uis))\\ds
Jo

<  f kBis)\\y„is) - xn(s)\\ ds+ f MB\\unis) - m(s)|| ds.
Jo Jo
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Passing to the limit as n —> oo, we get

\\y(t) - x(t)\\ <  ! kB(s)\\y(s) - x(s)\\ ds   for all t £ T
Jo

=>■ x = y.

Then from hypothesis H(L)(4) and the extended dominated convergence

theorem, we have that

(4) J(yn, u„, X„) -» 7(x, u, X) = m(X) => limm(X„) < m(X).

From inequalities (3) and (4) above we get that

m(Xf) -> m(X) =$■ X —> m(X) is continuous.   D

Using this continuity result, we can prove the following property of the opti-

mal pairs multifunction A —► P(X).

Theorem 4.2. // hypotheses H(cp), H(g), H(B) ,H(U), H(L), H2, and H0
hold, then the multifunction X —> P(X) is u.s.c. from E into

Pk(C(T,H)xL2(T,Y)w).

Proof. Note that for every B C E compact
-w

U Sh,X)   = v = {" G L2(T, Hf): \\u\\LHT,Y) < \\a2\\2}

and the latter equipped with the relative weak-L2(T, Y) topology is compact

metrizable. Hence since for every B C E compact, P(B) c AB x V for some

Aj? £ Pk(C(T, H)) (cf. the proof of Theorem 3.5), to establish the desired upper
semicontinuity of F(-), it is enough to show that if X„ —> A in E, [x„, u„] -*

[x, u], C(T, H) x L2(T, Y)w , and [x„, u„] e P(X„), n > 1, then [x, u] £
P(X) (see DeBlasi-Myjak [11], Remark 1.6). But by hypothesis

J(x„,u„,Xn) = m(Xn),        n > 1.

Also from Theorem 2.1 of Balder [4], we know that

J(x, u,X) <lim7(x„, un,X„)

while from Theorem 4.1 we have that m(X„) —> m(X). Since [x, u] £ R(X) (see

the proof of Theorem 4.1), we conclude that J(x ,u,X) = m(X); i.e.   [x, u] £

P(X).    D

In fact our general framework of subdifferential evolution inclusions allows

us to treat a class of nonlinear infinite dimensional optimal control problems

with a priori feedback (state dependent control constraints). More precisely we
consider the following problem:

n(x, X) —► inf = m(X)
...       I s.t. -x(t)£dtp(t,x(t),X) + g(t,x(t),X) + B(t,X)u(t)a.e.
W       | x(0)=x0(A)

u(t) £ U(t, x(t), X) a.e.

We will need the following hypotheses on the multifunction U(t, x, A) and

the cost criterion n(x, A).
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H(U)X:  U:T xH x F -► Pwkc(Y) is a multifunction such that

(1) t -* U(t, x, A) is measurable,
(2) n(17(l,x,2),   f7(l,y,A)) < ^(l)||x - y\\   a.e. for all A e P.  C F

compact and with k'B(-) £ L\ .

(3) |f7(l,x,A)| = sup{||ii||: u£ U(t, x, X)} < a2B(t) + c2B(t)\\x\\ a.e. for all

A e B C F compact and with a2B, cB £ L\,
(4) A -> 17(1, x, A) is n-continuous.

//(»): w: C(F, //) x F -» R is a continuous map.

Then we have the following sensitivity result for problem (5):

Theorem 4.3. // hypotheses H(cp), H(g), H(B), H(U)X, H(n), H2, and H0
hold, then X -* m(X) is continuous from E into R and X —► F(A) is u.s.c. from

E into

Pk(C(T,H)xL2(T,Y)w).

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we can check that t —► F(t, x, A) is
measurable,  \F(t, x, A)| = sup{||t>||: v £ F(t, x, X)} < aB(t) + cjj(l)||x|| a.e.

for all A £ B C E, with aB,cB £ L2 and A -» F(t, x, A) is n-continuous.
Also note that for all A £ B c E compact, we have

h(F(t,x,X),F(t,y,X))

< \\g(t,x,X) - g(t,y,X)\\+MBh(U(t, x, A), 17(1, y, A))

< kB(t)\\x - y\\ + MBkl'B(t)\\x - y\\ = kB(t)\\x - y\\ a.e.

with kB(-) = kB(-) + MBk'B(') £ Lx+. So we have satisfied hypothesis H(F)3.
Then through Aumann's selection theorem (see Wagner [30], Theorem 5.10),
we can check that problem (5) is equivalent to the following deparametrized

(control-free) system:

{i7(x,A)->inf=m(A) ")

s.t. - x(t) £ dtp(t, x(t), A) + F(t, x(i), A) a.e. \ .
x(0)=x0(X) J

We know that the set of admissible states of (6) is compact (cf. Section 3).

So because of the continuity of n(-, •) (cf. hypothesis H(n)), we see that for

every X £ E, problem (6) (and so equivalently problem (5)) has a solution.

Let X„ —> X and choose x„ £ C(T, H) an admissible state corresponding

to the parameter Xn , for which n(x„, A„) = m(X„). Recall (see the proof of

Theorem 3.5) that the sequence {x„(-)}„>i is relatively compact in C(T, H).
So by passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that x„ —► x in
C(T, H). From Theorem 3.5 we know that x(«) is an admissible state for the

parameter X£ E. Then n(x„, Xn) = m(Xn) —> n(x, X) > m(X) and so

(7) m(X) < lim m(X„).

Next let x(-) £ C(T, H) be admissible for A £ E and w(x, A) = m(X).
Once again invoking Theorem 3.5, we can find x„(-) e C(T, H) admissible

for Xn £ E such that x„ -» x in C(T, H). So >7(xn , X„) -» n(x, A) = m(X).
Hence

(8) limm(Xn) < m(X).

From (7) and (8), we deduce that m(X„) -* m(X); i.e. m(-) is continuous.
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Finally the upper semicontinuity of P(-) follows from the continuity of m(-)
as in the proof of Theorem 4.2.   D

5. Examples

In this section we present some examples illustrating the applicability of our
work.

(i) Our first example deals with a parametrized family of nonlinear parabolic
variational inequalities with unilateral constraints (obstacle problem).

So let Z be a bounded domain in R^ with smooth boundary T = dZ and

2 < p < oo with N < ^ if F ^ 2. Let g: T x Z -> R and for every t £ T

define
K(t) = {h£ WX'P(Z): h(z) > g(t, z) a.e. on Z}.

Clearly this is a closed and convex subset of WX'P(Z).   We consider the

problem of finding a function x(t, z)  defined on T x Z with values in R

satisfying (here Dk = jjy-, k = 1,... , N):

(9)
t - E£.i D^(z, X)\Dkx\"-2Dkx) >fi(t,z)onTxZ

x(t, z) > g(t, z) a.e. on Z for all t £ T

<   (^-ZLiDk(a(z,X)\Dkxr2Dkx))(x(t,z)-g(t,z)) = 0onTxZ  >.

x(0, z) = xo(z, A) a.e. on Z
£i(l, z,x(t, z), X) <f(t, z) <£>(!, z,x(t, z), X) a.e. on TxZ

We will need the following hypotheses on the data of (9).

H(g) i: g:FxZ—»Risa function such that

(1) for every t£ T, g(t, ■) £ Wx>°°(Z),
(2) there exist 0 < Ci < c2 such that Ci < g(t, z) < c2 and \\Dg(t, z)||jv <

c2 for all t £ T and almost all z € Z (here || • ||jv denotes the /p-norm

on RN),

(3) there exist n e WX'2(T) and r2: T —> R of bounded variation such
that for all t,s£ T\N, p(N) = 0 (p(') being the Lebesgue measure on

T), we have

\g(t, z) - g(s, z)\ < \n(t) - rx(s)\ a.e. on Z

and \\Dg(t, -)-Dg(s, -)\\mz) < \r2(t) - r2(s)\.

H(a):  0 < wijj < a(z, A) < m2B a.e. on Z for every X £ B C E compact

and if X„ -» A in E then a(z, X„) -* a(z, A) a.e. on Z .

J7(<^): &;: T x Z x R x E -► R, ? = 1,2, are functions such that f i < cj2 and
for 1 = 1,2,

(1) (t, z) -*£j(t, z, x, X) is measurable,

(2) fait, z, x, X)-Ztit, z ,y ,X)\<kBit, z)\x-y\ a.e. for all X£BCE
compact and with kB £ LX(T, L2(Z)),

(3) \£i(t, z, x, A)| < aB(t, z) + cB(t, z)\x\ a.e. for all A £ B C E compact
and with aB,cB £ L2(T x Z),

(4) A -> ^,(1, z, x, A) is continuous.
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Hq : X —► xo(-, A) is continuous from E into L2(Z) and for all A e E, xo(-, A)
e*(0).

Let S(A) C C(T, L2(Z)) be the set of solutions of (9). We can prove the
following result about the multifunction A —► S(X).

Theorem 5.1. If hypotheses H(g)i, H(a),H(£,), and H^ hold, then X -» S(X)
is a Vietoris and h-continuous multifunction from E into Pk(C(T, L2(Z))).

Proof. Let H = L2(Z) and let cp: T x H x E -+ R = R U {+00} be defined by

ft        ,,_( $fza(z,X)\\Dx(z)\\pNdz   if x£K(t),
cpyt, x, a) — < .

L +00 otherwise,

where D = (Dk)%=l, the gradient operator. It is easy to check that for every

(t,X)£TxE, tp(t,.,X)£To(H).
Next let s, t £ T and x(-) e K(t). Define

Clearly, since x(-) £ K(t), we have that y(«) e K(s). In addition we have

/2M*>-*Mp*"/J§JHr'fWr,|!'ir

Jz cf

<hn(s)-r2(t)\2 f \x(z)\2dz.
ci Jz

So if ||x||2 < r, then ||x - y\\Li[Z) < c3\n(t) - ri(s)|2r, with c3 = l/c2 and

so we have satisfied the first inequality in hypothesis H(cp)(2) with gr(t) =

c3ri(t)r.

Next we have

PWz)K.-||B*(z)|ft

Then we can find C4 > 0 (independent of t, s, x) large enough (i.e. C4 >

2'~l and (c2/cxy < (cA - 2p~x)/(c4 - 1)) such that

\\Dy(z)\\"N-\\Dx(z)fN

< C4 (|||£^p _ ,) ||^(z)||, + C4ll^;^(,,z)-^,z)Z),(l,z)||^

Hence by elementary algebraic calculations and using hypothesis H(g)x , we get
that there exists c5 > 0 (independent of t, s, x) such that

\cp(t,x,X) - cp(s,y,X)\ < c5(\rx(t) - rx(s)\ + \r2(t) - r2(s)\)(l + cp(t,x,X)).

So we have satisfied hypotheses H(cp)(l) and (2) with a = £ e [0, '], hence

/3 = 2, gr = c3rx(-)r, and hr = c5(/0' \fx(s)\ds + r2(t)).
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Furthermore we claim that if A„ —► A in E, then <p(t, -, X„) -* cp(t, •, A)

in L2(Z). Indeed let x„ ^* x in L2(Z). We need to show that cp(t, x, X) <
hmg>(t, xn, X„) (see Section 2). Assume that ]imcp(t,x„,X„) < +00 (oth-

erwise the inequality is automatically valid). Take a subsequence such that

lim cp(t, x„k, X„f) = lim cp(t, x„ , Xn) < 00 . Then from the definition of tp , and

using the Sobolev embedding theorem (recall N < -^, p ^ 2), we can see

that by passing to a subsequence if necessary x„k -^ x £ K(t) in WX'P(Z).

But from hypothesis H(a) and Theorem 5.14, p. 51 of Dal Maso [9], we have
that

j a(z,X)\\Dx(z)\\pNdz < Ijmj a(z, A„J||/)x„t(z)||^z

=>tpit,x,X) <limcp(t,Xn,Xn).

On the other hand, again by hypothesis H(a), we have

cp(t,x,Xn) -> cp(t,x,X).

So we conclude that indeed tp(t, •, X„) —► cp(t, ■, X) in L2(Z). Thus we

have satisfied hypothesis H(cp).

Next remark that because of hypothesis H(a), for every A £ B C F compact,
we have

|J{x€// = L2(Z): ||x||2 + p(l,x,A)<0}

is bounded in WX'2(Z), hence relatively sequentially weakly compact in there.

Since WX'2(Z) embeds compactly in L2(Z) we conclude that hypothesis Hx(l)
is satisfied (recall p > 2).

Now let F: T x H x E —► Pwkc(H) be defined by

F(t,x,X) = {v£H = L2(Z): {,(/, z, *(*), A) < «(z)

< ^2(1, z, x(z), X) a.e. on Z}.

Then for every (x, X) £ H x E we have

GrF(-,x, A) = {(1, v)£T xH:v £F(t,x,X)}

= l(t,v) £TxH:   f ii(t, z,x(z),X)dz< j v(z)dz

<  f &(t, z, x(z), A) rfz for all ̂  G F(Z)|

(here B(Z) denotes the Borel c-field of Z). Recall that B(Z) is countably
generated (separable). So we can find a countable field {^4„}n>i Q B(Z) such

that c({^n}«>i) = B(Z). Then we have

GrF(-,x,A)= f| l(t,v)£TxH:   f ^(t, z, x(z), A) < f v(z)dz
n>\   l J** JA"

< J $2(t,z,x(z),X)dz\.

Note that by Fubini's theorem for every n > 1 , t —> JA £x(t, z, x(z), X)dz,

t —* JA £2(1, z, x(z), X) dz are both measurable. So

GrF(-,x,A)eF(F)xF(//)
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with B(T) (resp. B(H)) the Borel rr-field of T (resp. of H). Then Theorem
4.2 of Wagner [30] tells us that t —> F(t, x, A) is measurable.

In addition from hypothesis H(lf)(2) and the definition of the Hausdorff
metric, we easily see that for all A £ B C E compact, we have

n(F(l,x,A),F(l,y,A))<Ml)||x-y||L2(Z)

with kB(t) = \\kB(t,.)\\2.
Furthermore from hypothesis //(<*)(3) we have for all A £ B C F compact

|F(l, x, A)| = sup{||rj||L2(2): v £ F(t,x,X)} < aB(t) + cB(t)\\x\\mz) a.e. on T

with aB(t) = \\aB(t, -)\\2 and cB(t) = \\cB(t, -)\\2, while hypothesis if(f)(4)
gives us the n-continuity of A -» F(t, x, A). So we have satisfied hypothesis

H(F)3.
Remark that because of hypothesis Hq , hypothesis Ho is automatically sat-

isfied for the initial datum A —> xo(A) = xo(-, A).
Next let x* £ dcp(t,x,X) C L2(Z). Immediately we have all x € K(t).

Also if e £ Wx'p(Z)+ (the positive cone in the Sobolev space Wx'p(Z)), we

see that
,-    f(t,x + 6e,X)-cp(t,x,X)
hm--z-= cp (t, x, X; e)
ej.o u

with

cp'(t,x,X;e)= / Ta(z, X)\Dkx(z)\p-2Dkx(z)Dke(z)dz.

From the definition of the subdifferential, we have that

/ x*(z)e(z)dz < I f>(z, X)\Dkx(z)\p-2Dkx(z)Dke(z)dz
Jz Jz Jt=i

for every e £ Wx-p(Z)+.

In addition, note that if 6 £ [0, 1], then x + 6(g(t, •) - x) £ K(t). So as
above, we get that

J x*(z){g(t,z)-xiz))dz

< / 1£a(z,X)\Dkx(z)\p-2Dkx(z)Dk(g(t,z)-x(z))dz
JzkTx

=> J x*(z)(x(z)-g(t,z))dz

> / J2a(z, X)\Dkx(z)\p-2Dkx(z)Dk(x(z) - g(t, z))dz.
JzkTx

Since x- g(t,f £ Wx-p(Z)+ , we deduce that

J x*(z)(x(z)-g(t,z))dz

r N
= / J^a(z,X)\Dkx(z)\»-2Dkx(z)Dk(x(z)-g(t,z))dz.

JzkTx
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Hence we see that the time-varying subdifferential evolution inclusion on

TxH
i-x(t) £ dcpit, x(i), A) + F(t, x(t), A) a.e. \

\ x(0)=x0(A) J

is an abstract reformulation of (9). Apply Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 to get the

desired Vietoris and n-continuity of S: A — Pk(C(T, L2iZ))).   □

Remark. In fact, we can also allow the obstacles to depend on the parameter
X £ E. So g: T x Z x E -* R and we assume that when X„ —> A in E, then

for all t £ T we have g(t,-,Xn) -^ git, •, A) in WX-S(Z) with s > p. If

this is the case, then a result of Boccardo-Murat [5] tells us that Ki-, Xf) —*

Ki-, X) in W^,P(Z) and using that, we can establish Theorem 5.1, in this
more general context. More general modes of convergence for the obstacles
g't, -, X), involving the notion of ^-capacity, can be found in Attouch-Picard

[3].
(ii) The second example deals with a sequence of optimal control problems

with rapidly oscillating coefficients in their dynamics.

So let T = [0, b] and Z be a bounded domain in R^ with a C2 boundary
T = dZ . Let

N

A„it)x = - J2Diia^jit,z)Djxiz))
1,7=1

and
N

Ait)x = -J2 Di(atj(t, z)Djxiz))
• J=i

where Dt = ^ , Dj = ^-, while afj(t, z) = auit, z)+icos(nz2) if i = j = 1,

a"jit, z) = atjit, z) otherwise, for i, j = 1,... , N. We consider the following

sequence of optimal control problems:

(10)„
'      f06/z|x(l,z)-i;n(l,z)|2fiz^+I/rj'/z|M(l,z)|2rfz(7l-inf=m„     '

,  s.t. ^ + Anit)xit, z) = gnit, z, xit, z)) + Bit, z)uit, z) a.e. on T x Z  t

x\txt - 0, x(0, z) = x%iz) a.e. on Z
llM(*> ')\\l2(Z) < rnil) a-e- with ui-,-) measurable

and the limit problem

(10)      h
(     J0bJz\xit,z)-vit,z)\2dzdt + ±f0bJz\uit,z)\2dzdt^mf=m     '

J s.t. |f + A{t)xit,z) = git, z, x(l, z)) + Bit, z)w(r, z) a.e. on F x Z  ^

x\txt = 0, x(0, z) = xo(z) a.e. on Z
I l|w(^> -)IIl2(Z) < r(t) a.e. with u(-, -) measurable

In this case £ = N*=NU {+co} (the one-point (Alexandroff) compactifica-

tion of the locally compact space N equipped with the discrete metric).
We will need the following hypotheses on the data of (10)„ and (10).

H(ax): aij £ L°°(T x Z), atj't, -) £ C°-X(Z), atj = aJt, and Ci\\z\\2N <

T,"j=laijit, z)z,Zj with cx > 0 for every z = (zt)f=1 £ RN and \au(t, z) -

atj(s, z)\ < k\t - s\   a.e. on Z  for all I, j = 1.N.
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H(g)2 '■ gn,g'-TxZxR^R, n > 1, are functions such that

(1) (t, z) -» gn(t, z, x) is measurable,

(2) \g„(t, z, x) - g„(t, z, y)\ < k(t, z)\x -y\ a.e. with k£Lx(TxZ),
(3) \g„(t, z,x)\<a(t, z) + c(t, z)\x\ a.e. with a,c£L2(TxZ),
(4) gn(', •> x) -> g(-, •, x) a.e. on T x Z for every x £ R.

H(r): r„ £ L2 , r„ -* r in L2(T, R) and r„(t) < a(t) a.e. with a £ L2 .

//(v): u„ € L2(F xZ,R) and r/„ -♦ u in L2(T xZ,R).

H(B)X: B£L°°(TxZ,R).

H%: x$,Xo£ Hr\(Z) and x£ -► x0 and L2(Z).
Then we have the following sensitivity result.

Theorem 5.2. If hypotheses H(a)x, H(g)2, H(r), H(v), H(B)X, and H% hold,
then m„ —> m as n —► oo.

Proof. Let H = L2(Z) and define <p„, tp: T x H -+R = Rl) {+00} as follows:

^^ x) = i J Iz2Zf,j=iafj(t, z)DiX(z)DjX(z)dz   if x£Hx(Z),

\ +00 otherwise,

.„     ,_i \Sz2Z-,j=xai)(t,z)Dix(z)Djx(z)dz   if x£Hx(Z),
cp\i, X) — <

[ +00 otherwise.

Then we have dcpn(t,x) = A„(t)x and r3p(l,x) = v4(l)x with domain

D = H0x(Z)nH2(Z) (regularity theory of elliptic equations, since r = <9Z is by

hypothesis C2). It is easy to check that cp„(t, •), cp(t, •) £ To(H). Also using

hypothesis H(a) and Poincare's inequality, we get that |^„(l, x) - <p„(s, x)\ <

k\t — s\ ||x||2 ,,_. < k\t-s\cp(t, x) for some k>0. So hypotheses H(q>)(l) and

(2) have been satisfied. Next observe that {jCos(nz2)}„>i is a sequence of C°°-

functions, which converges to 0 in H~X(Z) but not in L2(Z) (indeed from the

Riemann-Lebesgue lemma we know that jC0s(«Z2) ^+ 0 in L2(Z) and recall

that L2(Z) embeds compactly in H~X(Z) = H0X(Z)*, to get \ cos(nzf) -»0 as

H~X(Z)). Then for all t£T, A„(t) -* A(t) in H~X(Z) and so from Theorem
13.12, p. 159 of Dal Maso [9] (see also Attouch [2], Proposition 3.69, p. 379),

we have that for all t £ T, <pn(t, -) —* cp(t, •) in L2(Z). So we have satisfied

hypothesis H(cp). Furthermore, since HQX(Z) embeds compactly into L2(Z),

we see that hypothesis Hc(l) holds.
Next let g„,g:Tx L2(Z) -* L2(Z) be defined by

g„(t, x)(z) = gn(t, z, x(z))   and   g(t, x)(z) = g(t, z, x(z))

(the Nemitsky (superposition) operators corresponding to the functions
g„(t, z, x) and g(t, z, x)). Then using hypothesis H(g)2, we see that gn(t, x)

-* g(t, x) in L2(Z) = H. So we have satisfied hypothesis H(g).
Also let UH(t) = {u£ L\Z) = Y: ||u||2 < r„it)} and f7(l) = {u £ L2iZ):

\\u\h < r(0} • Then because of hypothesis H(r), we see that hypothesis H(U)
is satisfied.
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Next let Ln , L: T x H x Y -» R (recall that H = L2(Z) = Y) be defined by

L„(t,x,u)=      \x(z)-v„(t, z)\2dz + -     \u(z)\2dz

and

L(t,x,u) = J \x(z)-v(t, z)\2dz+l-f \u(z)\2dz.

Using hypothesis H(v), we can easily check that hypothesis H(L) is valid.

Finally, let B(t)(-) £ 5f(H) be defined by B(t)u(-) = B(t, -)u(-) and note
that because of hypothesis Hq , hypothesis Ho holds.

Now rewrite (10)„ and (10) in the following equivalent forms with dynamics

described by subdifferential evolution equations (here Xq = x^-) and xo =

*o(-)):

7„(x, u) = J0bL„(t, x(t), u(t))dt ->inf = m„

,  s.t. -x(t)£dcpn(t,x(t)) + g„(t,x(t)) + B(t)u(t)a.e.  ,

x(0) = x0"

u(t) £ U„(t) a.e., u(-) measurable

and the limit problem

{J(x, u) = Jb L(t, x(t), u(t)) dt -* inf = m

s.t. -x(t) £dcp(t,x(t)) + g(t, x(t)) + B(t)u(t) a.e.  ,

x(0) = x0

u(t) £ U(t) a.e., u(-) measurable

Invoking Theorem 4.1, we finally get that m„ -* m .   □

Remark. In addition, we know that if {x„}„>i C C(T, L2(Z)) is a sequence

of optimal states for problem (10)„ , then we can find a subsequence {x„k}k>x

such that x„k -> x in C(T, L2(Z)) and x is optimal for the limit problem
(10). This follows from the proof of Theorem 3.5, from which we get that

{xn}n>i is relatively compact in C(T, L2(Z)), and from Theorem 4.2, which

assures that the limit state x(-, •) is optimal for (10).
(iii) Suppose N = 1 and let Z = (0, 1). Now the dynamical equations in

problems (10)„ and (10) have the forms

-t^- — [a„(t, z)-£) = g„(t, z,x(t, z)) + B(t, z)u(t, z) a.e. onTxZ

and

■£ - -j^[a(t, z)-g~\ = g(t, z, x(t, z)) + B(t, z)u(t, z) a.e. on F x Z

with an, a £ L°°(T x Z), a„(t, ■), a(t, ■) £ Lip[0, 1], 0 < c < a„(t,z),

a(t, z) and \a„(t, z) - an(s, z)\, \a(t, z) - a(s, z)\ < k\t-s\ a.e. on Z with

k > 0. Assume that for all 1 £ T, ^-^ ^ ^J-^ in LX(Z). Then from

Dal Maso [9] (see Example 6.6, p. 55, and Theorem 13.12, p. 159) we have

that fpn(t, •) ^* cp(t, •) in L2(Z), where as before cp„, cp: T x L2(Z) —► R =

R U {+00} are defined by

<Pn(t,x)=\ti«rl(t,z)(^)2dz     ifX£HX(Z),

( +00 otherwise,
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and

^;X)= j/o«(^)(^)2^   Xx£HxiZ),

[ +00 otherwise

Hence in this case, if the other hypotheses remain the same (with Z = (0, 1))
we have that m„ -* m. For example we can have a„iz) = 1 + e~nz and

aiz) = 1.

Remark. The above convergence hypothesis on the coefficients a„it, z) and

ait, z) guarantees that the corresponding partial differential operators converge

in the (7-sense to the limit one (see Spagnolo [28] and Zhikov-Kozlov-Oleinik

[33]). In general the one-dimensional case is better than the multidimensional

one allowing for more general convergence modes on the coefficients because of

the following elementary fact: if {u„}„>i C Lp(0, 1), n > 1, with 1 < p < oo

and un -^ u in //(O, 1), while u'n —► u' in W~x'p(0, 1), then un -^ u in

LP(0, 1). To see this assume without any loss of generality that u = u' = 0.
From the representation theorem for Sobolev spaces (see for example Adams

[1], Theorem 3.8, p. 48), we know that we can find u„ £ 1/(0, 1) such that

K = v'n aod IKIIw-'.'.o.i) = \\vn\\p • Since Z = (0, 1), we have u„ = v„ + c„ ,

cn = constant. So v„ —► 0 in Lp(0, 1) and because u„ ^* 0 in Lp(0, 1), we

get that cn -> 0 in R. So finally un -> 0 in Lp(0, 1).
(iv) Our formulation also incorporates "differential variational inequalities",

namely evolution inclusions of the form

f -x(t) £ NK(ttX)(xit)) + Fit, x(l), A) a.e. \
{U) I x(0) = x0(A). J

Here NK(ux)(x) denotes the normal cone to the closed, convex set Kit, X)

at x. Recall that NKityx)(x) = Tx(t,x)(x)~, where TK^,x)(x) is the tangent

cone to K(t, X) at x and TK(t,x)(x)~ is its negative polar (see for example
Laurent [20]).

These inclusions arise in theoretical mechanics in the study of elastoplastic

systems (see Moreau [22]). Furthermore, if K(t, X) = K(X) (i.e. the set K is

independent of time) and H = RN , then Cornet [8] proved that inclusion (11)

above is in fact equivalent to the following projected differential inclusion:

n7y j ~x(t) £ proj(-F(l, x(t),X); TK{x}(x)) a.e. \
[    } I x(0)=x0(A) J"

Here Proj(«; TKW(x)) denotes the metric projection on the closed, convex

cone Tk(x)(x) . Cornet [8] and Henry [14] indicated that differential inclusions

like (12) above arise naturally in mathematical economics in the study of plan-
ning procedures. More generally, if a dynamic system has state constraints, in
describing the effect of the constraints on the dynamic equation, it can be as-
sumed in many cases that the velocity x(t) is projected at each time instant

on the set of allowed directions towards the constraint set at the point x(l).

This then leads us to the multivalued Cauchy problem (12), which as we al-

ready mentioned, is equivalent to (11). This is true for electrical networks with
diode nonlinearities (for details and additional examples we refer to the book
of Krasnosel'skii-Pokrovskii [18]).
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Recall (see for example Laurent [20]), that if cp(t, x, A) = c>K(t,i.)(x) = 0
if x £ K(t, X) and +oo otherwise (the indicator function of the closed and

convex set K(t, X) C H), then dcp(t, x, A) = NK^t>x)(x) ■ So problem (11) fits
in the general framework of this paper.

To illustrate the use of problems like (11) (and also (12)), consider the fol-

lowing differential variational inequality on T xRN:

(13)
x(-) £ C(T, RN), 6i(X) < x(t) < d2(X) for all t £ T, x(0) = x0(A)

x(t) £ F(t, x(t), A) a.e. on Tx(X) = {s £ T = [0, b]: dx(X) < x(s) < d2(X)}
'   -x(t) £ F(t, x(t), A) - R* a.e. on T2(X) = {s £ T = [0, b]: dx(X) = x(s)} ''
k -x(t) £ F(t, x(t), X) + R% a.e. on T3(X) = {s £ T=[0,b]: 02(A) = x(s)},

We will need the following hypotheses on the data of (13):

H(8): 61, 62: E —> RN are continuous functions such that for all A £ E, di (X)
< 02(A).

H(F)4: F: T x RN x E -+ Pkc(RN) is a multifunction such that

(1) t -» F(t, x, A) is measurable,
(2) h(F(t,x,X), F(t,y,X))<kB(t)\\x-y\\ a.e. for all A £ B C E com-

pact and with kB(-) £ L\ ,
(3) \F(t,x,X)\=sur>{\\v\\:v£F(t,x,X)}<aB(t) + cB(t)\\x\\ a.e. for all

A £ B c E compact and with aB, cB £ L2 ,
(4) A -» F(t, x, A) is n-continuous.

Hq": X —► Xo(A) is continuous from F into R^ and for all X £ E, 6X(X) <

xo(X) < e2(X).
Let K(X) = {v £ RN: dx(X) < v < 92(X)} . So

K(X) = [6x(X) + R»]n[d2(X)-R»]

where R^ = {v £ RN: v = (t;,-)^,  and vt > 0 for all i = 1, ... ,N}  (the

positive orthant of R^).
Then combining hypothesis H(6) with Proposition 2.3 of DeBlasi-Pianigiani

[10], we have that A -* K(X) is continuous from E into Pkc(RN). If x £
intK(X), then TKW(x) = R^ and so NKW(x) = {0}; if x = 8X(X), then

Tkw(x) = R% and so NKW(x) = -R*; and finally if x = 62(X), then

Tr(X)(x) = -R+ and so NKW(x) = ^+ ■ Thus if we set cp(x, X) = 5KW(x),
then dcp(x, X) = NKW(x) and so problem (13) is equivalent to the following

differential variational inequality:

/ -x(l) e NKW(x(t)) + F(t, x(t), X) a.e. 1

\ x(0) = x0(A) /•

Denote the solution set of (13) by S(X) C C(T, RN). Note that the finite
dimensionality of the state space guarantees that hypothesis Hc is satisfied
(in fact both //c(l) and Hc(2) hold; cf. hypothesis H(6)). So we can apply
Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 and get:

Theorem 5.3. If hypotheses H(6), //(F)4, and H'f hold, then

S:E^Pk(C(T,RN))

is both Vietoris and h-continuous.
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For the more general time-dependent system (11) defined on an infinite di-

mensional separable Hilbert space H, we need the following hypothesis on the
set K(t,X):

H(K):   K: TxE -» Pfc(H) is a multifunction such that h(K(t', X), Kit, X)) <

ff vis) ds for all 0 < t < t' < b and all A e E and with v(-) £ L2lT),

and furthermore if X„ -* X in E, then Kit,X„) —► Kit, A)  (here

-+ denotes the Mosco convergence; i.e. w-limKit, X„) C Kit,X) Q
limAT(l, A), see Section 2).

So if we set cpit, x, A) = Sjc(t,i)ix), then we see that hypotheses //(p)(l)

and (2) are satisfied with &.(*) = JJjvis)ds, t £ T, &.(•) = u(-) e L2(F),
ft = 2, a = 0 and #r = 1 for all r > 0. Also from Mosco [23], we know

that since Kit, A„) —► Kit, A) for A„ -+ A in F, then p(l, •, A„) —>• rp(l, •, A).
Thus from Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 we have:

Theorem 5.4. If hypotheses //(AT), //(F)3, Hx, and H0 hold, then S: E ->
PifCiT, H)) is both Vietoris and h-continuous.

(v) As a final application we consider a class of multivalued parabolic par-
tial differential equations, which are of interest in the study of free boundary
problems. So let T = [0, b] and Z be a bounded domain in R^, with a C2-
boundary T = dZ . Also let y be a maximal monotone subset of Exl. Hence
y is automatically cyclically maximal monotone (see Brezis [6], p. 43) and so
there exists j £ T0(R) (unique up to an additive constant) such that y = dj.
We assume that 0 £ Z)(y) and j > 0. We consider the following problem:

(14)
{|* - div(a (l, z, X)Dx) + y(x(l, z)) 3 fit, z) a.e. on T x Z

x\txt = 0, x(0, z) = x0(z, A) a.e. on Z, > .

fit, -)£{h£ L2iZ): hiz) = Jzkit, z, z')giz',xiz'),X)dz' a.e. on Z} J

We will need the following hypotheses on the data:

Hia)2 : a: T x Z x E -* R, ai-, •, X) is measurable, 0 < muj < a(l, z, A) <

ra2jj for all A € B c F compact |a(l, z, A) - ais, z, A)| < k\t - s\ a.e.
on Z and if A„ —» A in F, then a(-, •, A„) —► a(-, •, A) a.e. on F x Z .

Jf(fc):   iieL2(rxZxZ).

#(i?)3:   g:FxZxRxF->Risa function such that
(1) (1, z) —► g-(l, z, x, A) is measurable,

(2) \g{t, z,x,X)- git, z,y, A)| < M'> ■z)!*-^ a.e. for all A 6
B C F compact and with fcj? € L2(F x Z),

(3) |g(i, z,x, A)| < aBit, z) + cBit, z)\x\ a.e. for all A £ B c F
compact and with ajj, cjj e L2(F x Z),

(4) A -► g(l, z, x, A) is continuous.

H$v):  x0(A) = x0(-, A) 6 //J(Z), 7(^o(-, A)) e L»(Z) and for every BCE
compact we have supAeB Jz 7(xo(z, A)) dz < oo.

We denote the solution set of (14) by 5(A) c C(F, L2(Z)). We have the
following result concerning this solution multifunction :
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Theorem 5.5. If hypotheses Hia)2, H(k), H(g)3,and H$*] hold, then S: E -»
PkiCiT, L2iZ))) is both Vietoris and h-continuous.

Proof. Let H = L2iZ) and define <p:TxH xE ^H by

( {jza(t,z,X)\\Dx(z)\\2Ndz + Jzj(x(z))dz'

cp(t,x,X)=l ifx£Hx(Z),j(x(-))£Lx(Z)

y +00   otherwise.

From Brezis [7], Example 6, we know that tpit, -, X) £ Y0iH) and

dcpit, x,X) = {u£ L2iZ): u(z) £ y(x(z)) - div(a(l, z, X)xiz)) a.e. on Z}.

Then as before we can easily check that cpit, x, X) satisfies //(rp)(l) and
(2). Furthermore, hypothesis //(a)2 combined with Theorem 5.14, p. 51, and

Theorem 13.12, p. 159, of Dal Maso [9] tells us that if A„ —► A in E, then

cpit, -, Xn) ̂ * cpit, -, A) in L2'Z). So hypothesis Hicp) is valid.

Also let F: T x H x E —► PwkciH) be defined by

Fit,x,X) = ih£H:hiz)= j kit,z, z')giz', x(z'), A)dz' a.e. on z\ .

Using hypotheses //(ic) and Z/(g)3, it is easy to check that //(F)3 is sat-
isfied. Furthermore, note that for every t £ T and every A 6 F, the operator

R,x-H^H defined by RtJ(x)(z) = Jzk(t, z, z')g(z', x(z'), X)dz' is the
composition of a Nemitsky (superposition) operator which is continuous and

bounded and a Hilbert-Schmidt integral operator which is compact. So Rt,x(')
is compact and in addition because of hypothesis H(g)3(3), we see that hy-

pothesis Hc(2) holds. Finally hypothesis //q1V) implies hypothesis Ho.
Rewrite problem (14) in the following equivalent form:

J -x(i) £ dcp(t, x(t), X) + F(t, x(t), X) a.e. \
\ x(0) = x0(A) / •

Apply Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 to get the desired continuities of A —» S(X).   D
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